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VPLive is a software package that
connects to a console data logger and

sends data to the APRS/CWOP system. It
also acts as a conversion program. It
allows the user to convert the correct

units and display formats for the
commonly used data. It also includes the

ability to force a console to update a
setting more often (thus forcing the VP

to recalculate the pressure and/or top of
the atmosphere for the point in time the
change occurred), which may be useful
if you are experiencing timeouts while
using VirtualVP. HISTORY: Version 1.0

was released in February, 2011. Version
1.1 was released in March, 2011.
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Version 1.1.1 was released in
September, 2011. Version 1.2 was

released in February, 2012. Version 1.3
was released in March, 2012. Version

1.3.1 was released in April, 2012.
Version 1.4 was released in February,

2013. Version 1.4.1 was released in July,
2013. Version 1.4.2 was released in

October, 2013. Version 1.5 was released
in January, 2014. VPLive 1.5.1 was

released in April, 2014. VPLive 1.5.1.1
was released in September, 2014.

VPLive 1.5.2 was released in January,
2015. VPLive 1.5.2.1 was released in

May, 2015. VPLive 1.5.2.2 was released
in May, 2015. VPLive 1.5.2.3 was

released in September, 2015. Version
1.5.3 was released in February, 2015.
VPLive 1.5.3.1 was released in June,
2015. VPLive 1.5.3.2 was released in

June, 2015. VPLive 1.5.3.3 was released
in August, 2015. VPLive 1.5.3.4 was

released in January, 2016. Version 1.5.4
was released in March, 2016. VPLive
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1.5.4.1 was released in June, 2016.
VPLive 1.5.4.2 was released in June,
2016. VPLive 1.5.4.3 was released in
September, 2016. Version 1.5.5 was
released in February, 2017. VPLive

1.5.5.1 was released in April, 2017. V

VPLive Crack + With Serial Key

VPLive is a program for connecting to a
Weather Data Logger Console or VP

Console over serial or TCP/IP. It displays
live weather data from the console to

the APRS/CWOP "weather" user who has
the console connected. It will also

backfill the archive files with data from
the console and send it to CWOP/APRS if
needed. It can do both CWOP and APRS

uploading, and converts the VP (or
Vantage Pro) recordings to other formats
as needed (e.g. NOAA TDG conversions).

It can download the archived data to
your local machine for use with SoftWx

or other software. VPLive features: *
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Connect to Console or VirtualVP *
Connect to a USB Vantage Pro data

logger through a serial port or through
TCP/IP port * Displays live and archived
data and date/time from the data logger

* Calculation and Conversion of many
types of weather data (almost anything

the data logger can get) from the
displayed data logger data * CWOP
uploads to 10 minute or 5 minute

updates or backfill of archive files *
Automatic archive file download from

data logger to local file system * CWOP
server list includes all of the U.S. CWOP
Providers (as of July 11, 2008) * CWOP

passcode if a user has a different
passcode on the console * User has the

choice of which sensors are sent to
CWOP or APRS * User can set the time
range of CWOP data updates (e.g. one
minute to five minutes) * Automatically

update the passcode at start-up * VPLive
can be "threaded" to work on an

APRS/CWOP overlaid file continuously
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while on the console or when the
console is off * APRS/CWOP statistics are

displayed on the console during
operation * Speed, volume, and

brightness can be set * Two color coding
options are provided for displaying

severe weather messages * Real-time
weather information and forecasts are

provided from the NWS (National
Weather Service) web sites as well as

through other APRS/CWOP sub-clients *
Wunderground web uploads

(CIN/YAK/CAL/CDT/HRRR/HQX/CTD and
others) * Pre-checked air pressure so no

further conversion to air pressure is
needed * Data logger recordings can be

archived * VPLive can "dummy
b7e8fdf5c8
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VPLive Download

VPLive is a software application that
connects to a Davis Vantage Pro 1 or 2
Weather Station console and displays
the live data. It calculates the station
pressure (i.e. actual pressure), altimeter
pressure, and running averages needed
to properly generate and send
APRS/CWOP data. It sends the weather
data to the APRS/CWOP system. VPLive
also has a feature that will force the VP
barometer to update more frequently
than the standard 15 minutes. It can run
WeatherLink at regular intervals to allow
WeatherLink to download the archive
data from the console and write it to the
archive file. It requires very little CPU
time or system resources while running
(for example, on an older 500 Mhz
Pentium III, VPLive uses around 1/10 of
1% of the CPU's time). Before VPLive can
talk to the VP console, you must first do
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some configuration. VPLive must
connect to either the console (or Envoy)
or VirtualVP VirtualVP which allows
multiple weather programs to connect to
a single console without affecting each
other, and without the need of
purchasing a hardware or software serial
splitter). VPLive has a feature in which it
will periodically disconnect from the
console, run WeatherLink to download
the archived data, and then reconnect to
the console. This is useful if you are not
using VirtualVP. Listen only mode,
present in previous versions is no longer
supported. Use the Settings/Console
Com. menu item to bring up the dialog
box that lets you enter the settings for
VPLive's communication with your
console data logger. VPLive can connect
using a serial port or TCP/IP. Use serial
to connect to a physical or virtual serial
port. There is an option for letting VPLive
restart the Davis USB device driver if
VPLive thinks it is necessary. ONLY USE
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THIS OPTION IF VPLive IS CONNECTED
DIRECTLY (not through VirtualVP) TO A
USB VANTAGE PRO DATA LOGGER.
There is a known issue with the Davis
driver that sometimes causes
spontaneous loss of communition to the
console. It require unplugging and
replugging in the USB cable or rebooting
the computer to regain connectivity with
the console. This problem does not
happen to everyone with a USB data
logger, and when it does occur, it
happens at very random intervals,
sometimes days, sometimes weeks. By
checking this option, VPLive will
automatically restart the device driver
when the connection to the console is

What's New in the?

VPLive is developed to be a software
application that connects to a Davis
Vantage Pro 1 or 2 Weather Station
console and displays the live data. It
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calculates the station pressure (i.e.
actual pressure), altimeter pressure, and
running averages needed to properly
generate and send APRS/CWOP data. It
sends the weather data to the
APRS/CWOP system. VPLive also has a
feature that will force the VP barometer
to update more frequently than the
standard 15 minutes. It can run
WeatherLink at regular intervals to allow
WeatherLink to download the archive
data from the console and write it to the
archive file. It requires very little CPU
time or system resources while running
(for example, on an older 500 Mhz
Pentium III, VPLive uses around 1/10 of
1% of the CPU's time). Before VPLive can
talk to the VP console, you must first do
some configuration. VPLive must
connect to either the console (or Envoy)
or VirtualVP VirtualVP which allows
multiple weather programs to connect to
a single console without affecting each
other, and without the need of
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purchasing a hardware or software serial
splitter). VPLive has a feature in which it
will periodically disconnect from the
console, run WeatherLink to download
the archived data, and then reconnect to
the console. This is useful if you are not
using VirtualVP. Listen only mode,
present in previous versions is no longer
supported. Use the Settings/Console
Com. menu item to bring up the dialog
box that lets you enter the settings for
VPLive's communication with your
console data logger. VPLive can connect
using a serial port or TCP/IP. Use serial
to connect to a physical or virtual serial
port. There is an option for letting VPLive
restart the Davis USB device driver if
VPLive thinks it is necessary. ONLY USE
THIS OPTION IF VPLive IS CONNECTED
DIRECTLY (not through VirtualVP) TO A
USB VANTAGE PRO DATA LOGGER.
There is a known issue with the Davis
driver that sometimes causes
spontaneous loss of communition to the
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console. It require unplugging and
replugging in the USB cable or rebooting
the computer to regain connectivity with
the console. This problem does not
happen to everyone with a USB data
logger, and when it does occur, it
happens at very random intervals,
sometimes days, sometimes weeks. By
checking this option, VPLive will
automatically restart the device driver
when the connection to
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System Requirements For VPLive:

Windows 10 or later, macOS 10.12.4 or
later. OS X 10.8 or later Supported
NVIDIA Quadro cards: GT 5xx series (PNY
GTX 980M, NV GeForce GTX 980, NV
GeForce GTX 980 Ti, GT 6xx series (PNY
GTX 1080M, NV GeForce GTX 1080, NV
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, and GT 7xx series
(PNY GTX 1070M, NV GeForce GTX 1070,
NV GeForce GTX 1070 Ti). Quake Live
technology is subject to change. All
necessary fees, terms, conditions,
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